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Dried Fruits Australia acknowledges the Traditional Owners

of the land on which we work and meet.

We pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging.
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W E L C O M E
On behalf of the Dried Fruits Australia (DFA) Board and staff, I would like to

submit this report on the activities and representations made by the organisation

throughout the 2020-2021 financial year.

Mark King

Chairman, DFA
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O P E R A T I O N S  U P D A T E
FINANCE

The audited financial report for DFA is presented separately to members at the

AGM. The audited financials cover the 12-month period (1 July 2020 to 30 June

2021).

Other financial reports presented at the AGM include the audited financials for

the Australian Dried Vine Fruits Trust (1 July 2020 to 30 June 2021) and the

audited financials for the Dried Fruits Trust (1 July 2020 to 30 June 2021).

SERVICE AGREEMENTS

DFA continued to provide finance administration services to the two industry

trusts across the 2020-2021 financial year along with Dried Tree Fruits.
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VISION

A profitable industry delivering innovative growth and superior quality, healthy

dried grapes to the world.

MISSION

Through industry collaboration, continue to grow and support market demand,

profitability, production, quality, innovation and opportunity across the Australian

dried grape value chain.

GOALS

Industry: Increase grower confidence, industry investment, innovation and

viability

Growers: Maximise grower returns

Customers & consumers: Sustain and grow profitable markets, market share

and product differentiation

Organisation: Ensure DFA is proactive, efficient and representative
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COVID-19

Provided relevant industry

information on Covid-19 issues, such

as varying state border requirements

and permit systems

Communicated to industry on

Covid-19 requirements on-farm,

including Covid Safe Plans

Advocated to government regarding

labour requirements and seasonal

workforce

Advocated to government regarding

logistics and border issues related to

Covid-19 closures

Funding obtained from the Victorian

Government to work with Sunraysia

Mallee Ethnic Communities Council

(SMECC) to assist with training for

pruning workforce, with a program

to begin in 2022

Final year of DG17001 Industry

Innovation and Adoption Program

funded by Hort Innovation, including

field walks and the benchmarking

project 

IDO events held where possible

under Covid-19 safe requirements

and video recordings uploaded to

YouTube

Winter pruning mechanisation

project continued

Preparation for continuation of

Dried Grape Industry Innovation and

Adoption Program 2021-2026

R&D Strategic Planning Forum held

in January 2021

Dried Fruit Quality Awards

presented at Mildura Field Day

Funding for Traceability/Electronic

Spray Diary obtained from the

Australian Government with work

commencing late 2021/2022
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10 TONNE PROJECT

Delivery by DFA for the 10 Tonne

Project funded by the Australian

Government under the Murray

Darling Basin Economic

Development Program

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
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LOCAL HISTORY PROJECT

Engagement of consultant to begin

archiving important dried fruits

industry historical materials

Continued advocacy to Federal and

State Governments on water policy

challenges, including availability,

security and deliverability

National Farmers’ Federation: input

at board/working group level and

Hort Council

Health star rating and dried grapes

Seasonal workforce

COMMUNICATIONS
Publication of the quarterly Vine

magazine – in hard copy and

digitally – and fortnightly newsletter

Currant News

Media releases on industry issues as

required

Updating of DFA website

Launch of australiansultanas.com.au

Information posted to social media 

YouTube videos of field walks

Promotional flyer on investing in

dried grape production

ADVOCACY

INVESTMENT ATTRACTION

Promotion of GrapeInvest to

potential investors, banks,

accountants

Promotional flyer developed on

dried grape industry

Levy implementation began 1

January 2021

Plant Health Australia Consultative

Committee on Emergency Plant

Pests and National Management

Group: input on incursions

BIOSECURITY

Database and royalties for

commercialised varieties maintained

Secretariat for Unique Varieties

Committee

COMMERCIALISATION

Continued support for export

market growth

Launch of Australian Sultanas

website

Working with Global Dried Fruit

Alliance in promotional campaign

for dried fruit products

MARKETINGINTERNATIONAL SEEDLESS
DRIED GRAPE CONFERENCE

Attendance by video conference at

International Seedless Dried Grape

Conference in October 2020

AGM AND GROWER FORUM
Hosted via Microsoft Teams across

October/November 2020

http://www.australiansultanas.com.au/


H O R T  I N N O V A T I O N

Hort Innovation is Australia’s

horticulture research development

corporation.

The grower-owned organisation

oversees an annual investment of

$100 million in research, development

and marketing programs across all

horticultural sectors.

Stakeholder engagement

representative for dried grapes is

Dumi Mhlanga, who is based in the

Sydney office and coordinates the

SIAP meetings.

Current Dried Grape SIAP members

include Malcolm Bennett, Thomas

Cheung, Peter Jones, Allan Long,

Michael Treeby, Mark King and Anne

Mansell. Regretfully Ivan Shaw retired

from the SIAP during this year. A letter

of appreciation for all the

contributions Ivan has provided to the

research and development of the

dried grape industry was sent.

During the course of this year, Hort

Innovation has continued

consultation with the SIAP on the

development of the Strategic

Investment Plan (SIP) for the next five

years. 

STRATEGIC INVESTMENT ADVISORY PANEL (SIAP)
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Hort Innovation also appointed

regional managers this year to assist

industry growth and development.

Dr Jay Cummins is the regional

manager for dried grapes and is

based in Adelaide. Jay attended the

strategic R&D planning forum held in

January 2021 and continues to work

closely with CEO Anne Mansell and

IDO Stuart Putland in facilitating R&D

delivery for dried grapes.

All R&D and marketing programs

must be approved by the SIAP. DFA

can then apply for advertised projects

such as industry development or

communications, along with any

other tenderer. This year, DFA has

worked on tendering for the Industry

Innovation and Adoption program for

another five years.

The R&D levy set at $11/tonne and the

marketing levy set at $7/tonne form

the basis of funding for all projects

that the Dried Grape SIAP assess

before making a recommendation to

Hort Innovation. These decisions are

influenced by the goals set by

industry, which were captured in the

development of the new Strategic

Investment Plan.



D F A  A C T I V I T I E S

This season brought a raft of challenges, in particular a severe hail event that

swept through Nangiloc and Colignan. Another major challenge for the industry

is competition from the growth of the table grape sector, with a number of dried

grape properties being sold and redeveloped for the table grape industry.

The following statistics have been collected and collated from the three

processors in terms of the 2021 crop yields received:
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TONNAGE REPORT 2021 HARVEST

VARIETY TONNES

Sultanas

Sunglo

Selma Pete

Bruce's Sport

Sunmuscat

Currants

Diamond Muscat

Summer Muscat

Natural Sultanas

Raisins

Other

Total

4332.5

1141.7

146.5

33.7

3571

1460.5

189.2

90.2

187

329

275.1

11,756.4



COMMUNICATIONS

Communication activities are an

extremely important tool to convey

learnings from R&D activities, along

with updates on key issues, for dried

grape producers and stakeholders.

The Communications Project, funded

by Hort Innovation, has provided a

raft of information to the industry in

this very challenging 12 months. 

During this time, Communications

Manager Lauren Roden moved from

the region and decided to explore a

range of new opportunities.

DFA engaged Megan Frankel-

Vaughan to continue the great work

that Lauren had put in place.
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Providing Covid-19 updates on

various lockdown restrictions,

border requirements and their

impact to industry participants

Promoting field walks and

learnings from these events

Providing social media posts

promoting the dried grape

industry

The production of the fortnightly

Currant News newsletter

Working in collaboration with

Australian Table Grape

Association on the quarterly

production of the Vine magazine

Assisting with the development

and launch of the Australian

Sultanas website

Updating of the Dried Fruits

Australia website

Media releases on industry issues

as required

During this past year, DFA

communications activities focussed

on the following:
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PROMOTION AND MARKETING 
OF DRIED GRAPES

Attendance at and sponsorship support for  

Mildura Field Days, which was able to

proceed during a break from lockdowns

Continued support for the Bako Diary and

Calendar in Europe via Boden Bosch Spies

to continue the ongoing promotion of

Australian dried grapes to the European

baking sector

Provided input to a global marketing

campaign focused on health benefits of

consuming dried fruits. The campaign

committee included representatives from

UK importers, Raisins South Africa,

California Prunes, and DFA. Support for the

campaign began at the International

Seedless Dried Fruit Conference held in

Mildura in 2019 and participating producer

countries included Turkey, Argentina,

South Africa, Chile and USA

In 2020/21 DFA focussed on the launch of the

Australian Sultana’s website –

australiansultanas.com.au – which is now the

major online hub for global and domestic

promotion. With a wealth of information on

varieties, Australian production methods,

health benefits, recipes; and complemented

by excellent photographic imagery, this  site

will assist in showcasing the Australian

industry to the world, particularly while Covid-

19 prevents promotion at trade shows.

Other activities included:

http://www.australiansultanas.com.au/


The DFA industry development

program completed the third and final

year of its Hort Innovation-funded

program and second full year of the

Federally-funded 10 Tonne Project. 

Working closely with the Board, Drying

For Profit committee and 10 Tonne

Project advisory committee industry

development officer, Stuart Putland, 

 facilitated 10 industry field walks or

workshop events. Four were held

online to meet Covid-19 restrictions. 

Over the three years of the project, 18

online videos recorded at technology

transfer events have had more than

4500 views and will remain as an

information source on DFA’s YouTube

channel. Attendance records show 449

attendances at events from 120

individual participants. This indicates

significant return business and nearly

half of the estimated 250 growers in

the industry participated in the events. 

The ongoing trial to assess the

necessity of Chlormequat setting spray

for currants continued into its second

year, in light of restriction on its use by

the EU. Initial indications are that it

may not be required, but more testing

is required for a definitive answer.

The industry benchmarking program

was completed and gave real insight to

the profitability of the industry,

particularly for growers who achieve at

least 10 tonnes per hectare under

current pricing arrangements. Of most

interest is that 60% of the sites

averaged, over the three years of the

project, over 10 tonnes per hectare. 

GrapeInvest, developed as part of the

10 Tonne Project as a tool for any

potential dried grape industry investors

to test their investment assumptions,

has also been completed. Built using

experience of the dried grape industry,

GrapeInvest provides investors with 

 real-world grape growing information.

The program can test a range of

scenarios for a rapid comparison.

During 2020-21 six investment

companies, one university and one

banking institution were trained in and

used GrapeInvest to assess investment

opportunities in the industry. 

DFA, with support from former

branches at Merbein, Red Cliffs and

Mildura, the Dried Fruits Trust and

individual growers, has continued work

on a new project with Mallee Regional

Innovation Centre and La Trobe

University with funding support from

the Federal Government to develop a

prototype mechanical pruning system.

Despite Covid-19 restrictions, prototype

vision-controlled machines have been

trialed this year. It is planned for the

project to be completed in 2022. 
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INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
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SPRAY DIARY

Considerable work and care is taken

each year in the updating of the Dried

Grape Spray Diary.

A committee formed from DFA and

processor representatives consults a

range of material in terms of chemicals

and the most current MRLs to ensure

that the highest standards are in place.

Receiving funding prior to June 2021

from the Australian Government to

develop further traceability will assist

DFA going forward in being able to

provide an electronic format for the

Spray Diary.

All growers are reminded to check

with their processor field officers

regarding chemical usage.

DFA continued to provide input on a

number of workplace relations issues

impacting the Horticulture Award over

the past year.

DFA works consistently with the

National Farmers’ Federation and

appreciates their strong advocacy on

issues impacting the Hort Award,

including representations regarding

the increase to the minimum wage

and the fight against the push to

eliminate piece rate agreements.

The Fair Work Commission approved a

further 2.5% increase in the national

minimum wage. For horticulture this

came into effect on 1 July 2021. The

minimum wage rate for a level 1 fruit

picker is now $20.33/hour. The casual

rate, which includes 25% loading, is

now $25.41/hour. 

Unfortunately with what is now a very

complex industrial relations system,

and with a range of information readily

available from the Fair Work

Ombudsman, DFA can no longer

provide a wages sheet as we did in the

past. DFA instead will continue to

provide relevant links in both online

and printed information from the Fair

Work Ombudsman to assist growers,

including:

fairwork.gov.au/horticulture-showcase

calculate.fairwork.gov.au/FindYourAward

MEMBERSHIP FEES

WORKPLACE RELATIONS

Members continue to support the new

sliding scale for membership fees,

although regretfully there has been a

number of producers who have exited

the industry over the past year, which

has seen a downturn in overall fee

contributions.

https://www.fairwork.gov.au/horticulture-showcase
https://calculate.fairwork.gov.au/FindYourAward


DFA is very grateful for its professional

staffing.

I would like to sincerely express our

gratitude to administration officer

Robyn Rohrlach, who at the

commencement of last financial year

started her employment with DFA,

when Victoria was in lockdown. Robyn

had a challenging three months

transitioning into the role, however was

fortunate to have Dolores Shaw-Wait

assisting with experience and

guidance. Robyn has assisted with and

facilitated a range of new

opportunities for DFA, including a new

online database system and a new

financial management system, both of

which can be readily accessed when

staff are required to work from home.

Communications manager Lauren

Roden moved from the district last

year to explore other opportunities.

While sadly farewelling Lauren, we

welcomed Megan Frankel-Vaughan to

the role. Megan has vast experience in

rural reporting and Lauren provided

specific industry information as Megan

transitioned to the role. Megan has

delivered for industry providing

relevant information on industry issues

across a range of mediums, including

the Vine magazine, Currant News and

social media. 

Lauren and Megan have both greatly

assisted DFA to engage stakeholders

and in the promotion of quality

Australian dried grapes.

Stuart Putland, in his role as industry

development officer, continues to

pursue new opportunities in innovative

research and development and

extension activities. The 10 Tonne

Project has been a great bonus for the

industry and Stuart works closely with

all those involved in hosting sites as

well as conveying the information

that’s being derived from the four sites.

Stuart continues to work with La Trobe

University’s Dr Robert Ross on

mechanical pruning options, which

unfortunately have been held up due

to lockdowns but looks very promising.

Stuart works enthusiastically to build

growth in the industry through the

implementation of research and

development initiatives.

I would also like to thank CEO Anne

Mansell for overall project management

along with facilitating the R&D forum

and representing the industry at a

number of forums. Anne remains

focussed on working with the board to

deliver sustainability and profitability

across the dried grape industry, along

with pursuing key opportunities and

advocating on policy issues.

Mark King, DFA Chair
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STAFFING
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AFFILIATIONS WITH
KEY ORGANISATIONS:

National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) – Board

membership and Horticulture Council

Horticulture Industry Network (HIN)

Plant Health Australia (PHA)

Murray Darling Basin Authority (MDBA)

Victorian and Murray Valley Vine

Improvement Association (VAMVVIA)

Victorian Chamber of Commerce and

Industry (VECCI)

Australian Farm Institute (AFI)

Associations Forum

INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

All levels of government

Key horticultural industry stakeholders

MDBA

DFA is actively engaged in advocacy on a range

of national issues, representing positions of key

strategic importance and conveying those to:

DFA continues to deliver on areas as diverse as

biosecurity, market opportunities, workplace

relations and, most importantly, R&D industry

innovations.

DFA remains actively engaged in advocacy for a

range of national issues to benefit all industry

stakeholders. The range of agencies includes:

regional horticultural industry organisations

Hort Innovation, NFF and Hort Council, Plant

Health Australia and Hort Industry Network.



Low allocations highlighted the start of

this year again. During the year it was

apparent that the change in fortune

with plentiful rainfall within the Basin

was going to change the opportunity

for higher levels in dams.

This was apparent at the end of the

irrigation season when major storages

continued to rise. Price for temporary

allocation remained low later in the

season as widespread rain fell within

the Basin.

The ACCC report on water trading

really didn’t find any major issues with

water trading in the Basin and among

the States.

It was a Federal Government promise

that the ACCC look into what

customers and consumers believed

was corruption within the trading

fraternity and that large water holders

were making it difficult for the water

market to be fair.

The report is available for your own

perusal and opinion.

The Victorian Government reviewed

the Goulburn River rules again after

Intervalley Trade Rules were changed

last year, but have remained basically

the same at this stage.

Restricting allocations, timing of

allocations and in-river flows causing

bank damage are the main issues that

are in contention and will have further

discussions in the near future.

The NSW Government has also been

reviewing Water Plans, Floodplain

Harvesting for the internal rivers in the

state.

Compliance has also been high on the

department's agenda within the state

and a number of irrigators fined for

either taking water when it wasn’t

available in their reach or taking water

above their allocation.

The almond industry has again asked

us and other commodity groups to

engage with the water industry in

NSW. The Almond Board has requested

that we join them to seek assurances

that the expected plantings of

almonds in NSW will not have adverse

effect on irrigators within the Basin.

Tony Martin, Board Member
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WATER
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PLANT BIOSECURITY

Even though Covid-19 has massively

impacted on some of the typical

vectors for exotic pests, such as cargo

ships and airplanes arriving in

Australia, the country saw two

incursions of the Kaphra beetle.

Kaphra is No.2 on the most (un)wanted

list of exotic pests, originates in South

Asia and is one of the world’s most

destructive pests of grain products and

seeds.

Unluckily for our industry, it also likes

dried fruit (apart from nuts!).

In 2020, Kaphra was detected in a

consignment of refrigerators imported

in a single shipping container from

Thailand, with the fridges being then

widely distributed in NSW and the ACT.

A second, more recent detection was

in a consignment of highchairs

imported from Italy, with the

highchairs being sold all across

Australia. Thankfully, in both cases, a

member of the public notified the

government, and, in each case, a

response was mounted, with one still

ongoing.  

As in all the other years, as part of

DFA’s responsibility, information and

input (as well as small hand-outs of

dried fruit to the unlucky fridge owners

that had their fridge content destroyed

and the fridges fumigated) has been

given to the Federal Department of

Agriculture and participating states on

an as-needs basis by Anne Mansell and

Jenny Treeby.

Fortunately, DFA’s biosecurity levy

started on 1 January this year and will

be used to pay for DFA’s part in the

response to Kaphra. The amount to pay

is based on the industry’s GDP and the

impact of the pest – thus in this case

the brunt is borne by the Federal

Government, the States, the grains and

nut industries.

As it has been proven to be time

consuming and sometimes difficult to

get all three viticulture industries on

board, the grape biosecurity manual

has taken a lot longer to be produced

than anticipated.

The industries are currently revising the

last draft and an electronic only copy

should be available by the end of the

year.

Jenny Treeby, Board Member
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BIOSECURITY LEVY

After approval of the Biosecurity Levy at

the AGM in 2019, DFA submitted the

proposal of $1/tonne to the Federal

Department of Agriculture.

This has now been progressed through the

Department for official sign off and came

into effect from 1 January 2021.

COMMERCIALISATION
(NEW VARIETIES) PROJECT

Propagation of Sunglo has seen only a

small uptake this year, however

production of existing plantings is

increasing.

CSIRO continues their evaluation work on

new varieties and rootstocks with input

from producers and processors on market

opportunities.

Matching market demands is important in

the development of new varieties and

there is a range of research work being

examined in the development of key

varieties that are weather tolerant and

appeal to new and existing markets.

The Unique Varieties Committee

continues to monitor and oversee these

options.
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HISTORY PROJECT

DFA received funding from the Public

Record Office Victoria for Stage Two of

preserving historical materials collected

over the past century.

This year Nikki Henningham, a very

experienced archivist, has spent a number

of weeks at the DFA office, working

through a large number of historical

documents and papers, ensuring all are

stored appropriately to prevent further

deterioration.

Nikki has also developed a database to

document critical historical information

for future generations.

DFA staff have been very grateful for

Nikki’s experience and assistance in

maintaining the many historical

documents that convey the growth and

development of the dried fruits industry in

Australia.
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E X P O R T S
AUSTRALIAN DRIED GRAPE EXPORTS
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I M P O R T S
AUSTRALIAN DRIED GRAPE IMPORTS
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